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Background

• A key question in 
nonlinear dynamics is 
how perturbations to a 
system impact long-term 
trajectories
• Measles has been 

analyzed extensively as a 
paradigm for epidemic 
dynamics

Goals of study
• Extend the London data 

by 50 years
• Analyze four key 

perturbations:
• World War 1
• 1918 Pandemic Flu
• World War 2
• Start of vaccination in 

1968

Data and Methods

• Data from 1897-1991 via 
the Registrar Generals 
Weekly Returns
• Mortality counts until 

1940, case data after
• Fit the whole time-series
• Use likelihood methods 

to switch between data 
• Estimate seasonality, 

initial conditions, 1918 flu 
reduction, dispersion
• Assess fit visually and via 

attractor analysis
Conclusions

• Model gives strong 
agreement to the data via 
visual fit, periodicity, and R0

• We quantify a 40% reduction 
in contact due to the 1918 flu

• The WW2 region shows less 
of a signal of school-term 
forcing
• Likely due to the 

evacuation 
• Another example of how 

simple models can capture an 
array of complicated 
dynamics
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Figure 1: The observed population 
dynamics and measles dynamics  for 
London 1897-1991. Note multiple 
changes in periodicity and 
demographic shifts.

Figure 2: Comparison of 
predicted against observed. 
The top panel shows the 75% 
quantile fit (blue ribbon) 
against the case data, while the 
bottom panel shows the fit 
against the death data. Right 
panel shows the estimated 
seasonality pattern.

Figure 3: Further comparison of 
predicted vs observed. The 
observed data by periodicity. 
Density of each color coded 
temporally by dominant 
periodicity. The global power 
spectra of the data against the 
fitted model (blue). 

Figure 4: Refitting the WW2 
region yields a more successful 
comparison to the data via a 
flatter seasonality (bottom row)

Local fit explains 
discrepancy between the 
data and global model 

Model periodicity 
agrees with global 
and local measures

Model fits well across 
time series


